
LambdaMerge: 
Merging the Results of Query Reformulations 

Merging Query Reformulations 
Query reformulation algorithms 

•  Improve retrieval by alleviating Q-D mismatch 
bill gates bio  bill gates biography 

•  Or can make things worse e.g. bio  biog 
•  Or even drift off-topic e.g. bill  melinda 

Approach: Run multiple queries, merge results 
•  Post-retrieval it is easier to detect quality/drift 
•  Multiple queries give diverse relevance evidence 

Contribution: New merging methods 
1. CombRW: Weighted CombSUM (unsupervised) 
2. LambdaMerge: Supervised merging 

•  Trained to maximize target such as NDCG 
•  Incorporating quality and drift features 
•  Robust to bad reformulations 
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Experiments 
Test collections: Bing data and GOV2 
Reformulations: Click graph random walk [2] 

Single-query methods: 
•  ORG: Original query 
•  RW1: Most likely alternative query from RW 
•  RAPP-L: Predict best query (lin. regression) [3] 
•  RAPP(Ω): Choose query via NDCG@5 (oracle) 

Merging methods: 
•  CombSUM: Sum scores 
•  CombRW: CombSUM with random walk weight 
•  LambdaMerge: Using these features 

Results: 

Robustness Analysis 
Unsupervised methods: 

Supervised methods: 

Bing 

GOV2 
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LambdaMerge 
Issue k formulations to search engine: 

•  Original query q(1) plus reformulations q(2),...,q(k) 

•  Get top-N lists D(1), ..., D(k) 

Generate features: 
•  Query-document features xd

(k): relevance of 
document d specific to D(k) 

•  Gating features z(k): drift + overall quality of D(k) 

Scoring net assigns score f(xd
(k); θ) to each 

formulation-document pair 
Gating net assigns weights α1, ..., αk to formulations 

Overall document score: 

Parameters θ (scoring) and π (gating) trained by 
backprop with LambdaRank gradients to optimize 
NDCG [1] 


